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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To reach the overall noise reduction targets of the Shift2Rail (S2R) programme through FINE1, a
baseline for the monitoring and evaluation activities is needed.
This deliverable provides basic scenarios combining rolling stock and infrastructure on the technical-demonstrator (TD) level of Shift2Rail, to allow further creation of traffic scenarios and to
allow setting and monitoring of specific noise reduction targets during the duration of the programme.
The approach is to build scenarios based on the existing work on the so-called system platform
demonstrators (SPD) of S2R and other previous projects as Roll2Rail. This is done by collecting
noise-relevant infrastructure, running condition and rolling stock parameters in the first chapters
and assigning a combination of them and the SPDs to the TDs of S2R. Additional the basic definitions of normal operating track conditions for calculation of pass-by noise are provided.
The result is a list displaying the TD-SPD interdependencies with added information about the
responsible contact persons of the TDs and the FINE1 project, to facilitate the collaboration during
the monitoring process.
During the process it became clear, that the number of suggested scenarios should be kept a
minimum and the ongoing collaboration between FINE1 and the S2R TDs and IPs must be facilitated and kept up, which is why a list of contact persons for each noise relevant TDs is included
in the final table.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
FINE 1
TD
S2R
N&V
TSI
SPD
R2R
WP
IP
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BTG
DB
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HVAC
SAGOE
NOT
TDR
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Technical demonstrator
Shift 2 Rail
Noise and Vibration
Technical specification for interoperability
System platform demonstrator
Roll to Rail (name of predecessor project on European level)
Work package
Innovation Programme
Integrated technology demonstrator
Bombardier Transportation GmbH
Deutsche Bahn
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modal Transport chains – Phase 1
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- noise’
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
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Track decay rate
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1. INTRODUCTION
One objective of FINE 1 is to interact and cooperate as much as possible with the S2R innovation
programs (IPs), the technical demonstrators (TDs), the integrated technology demonstrators
(ITDs) and system platform demonstrators (SPDs). In the N&V sub-project it is therefore necessary to monitor and evaluate the activities of S2R as a whole with respect to their noise relevance.
The objective of task 5.2 is to create a baseline for N&V scenarios based on the SPDs, which will
later be used in three ways:
1.
2.

3.

In tasks 5.3 and 5.4 of FINE1 WP 5 to define the state of the art and future targets for
interior and exterior noise.
In tasks 6.1 to 6.4 of FINE1 WP 6 to define traffic scenarios exterior noise, which will
serve as a reference for the evaluation and monitoring of the noise effects at the end of
the activities of S2R Work Area 5 planned in the S2R MAAP.
For an exchange with the DESTINATE project (S2R-OC-CCA-03-2015 – Noise reduction
methodologies).

Task 5.2 therefore is an important part in the monitoring and evaluation process within FINE1,
which by itself is the foundation for the necessary system approach across the IPs and TDs to
enable S2R to achieve the desired noise reduction.
The necessary interaction and cooperation is also reflected in the task definition:
This task will identify combinations of N&V scenarios to be considered i.e. a combination of infrastructure, running condition and rolling stock details for the 4 S2R SPDs (high speed, long-distance passenger trains, regional and freight).
These N&V scenarios will link to the traffic scenarios to be defined in work package 6 “Traffic
noise scenarios and baseline for evaluation and monitoring noise effects of S2R innovations”.
The results of these vehicle scenarios for noise will used for further caluclations within Shift2Rail
projects
The approach in this document is to extend the S2R SPDs, which are described in detail in deliverable D4.1 of the S2R IMPACT-1 project [1]. As basis for the extension various parameters are
collected in chapter 2.
These are clustered in:




infrastructure (chapter 2.1),
running condition (2.2) and
rolling stock (2.3)
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and based on the following sources:
1.
2.
3.

Publicly available documents (e.g. documents from national governments or from European Commission)
Input from other European projects or other Shift2Rail projects (e.g. IMPACT-1,
Roll2Rail)
Data from Railway Undertakings and Infrastructure Managers

Additionally, a short overview of recent noise problems is given in section 3 Use Cases to account
for different types of noise in section 4. A selection of the collected parameters is then added to
a SPD and the combination is then assigned to a specific TD. The TDs which affect noise have
previously been listed by WP5 task 5.1, see the correspondence deliverable D5.1 [2].
The result is a TD specific list containing the scenarios to be considered for the respective TD
and two additional columns containing the contact persons for each TD and the FINE1 assigned
FINE1 representative. The latter columns are added to facilitate cooperation and communication.
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2. PARAMETERS
In order to create appropriate scenarios an overview of the most important involved parameters
is necessary. This section gives a non-exhaustive list of those parameters arranged in the sub
categories infrastructure, running condition and rolling stock.

2.1 INFRASTRUCTURE
Table 1: Considered noise affecting infrastructure characteristics below shows the different infrastructure elements that are expected to have impact on the noise generation profile of the railway
track. The parameter types are listed on the left and a short description of the expected behaviour
on change is given in the right column. Some are mutually exclusive others can be combined.
The isolation of the described effects in practice can be complicated, as some of the parameters
influence each other.
Table 1: Considered noise affecting infrastructure characteristics and situations
parameter
railway ballast
curved track

tunnel

bridge
railway embankment1
railway cutting2

rail fastening system

1

value

effect
Higher absorption in comparison to
yes / no
slab tracks
possibility of additional
yes / no / radius
squeal noises in curves
entry and exit can create shock
waves at very high speed (micro
pressure waves) .
yes / no / diameter
Noise can be reflected into the train
by the tunnel walls (depends on
amount of absorption in the tunnel)
yes / no
Additional bridges re-radiate noise
surroundings easier exposed to airyes / no
borne noise due to higher position
of the track
cutting hinders noise propagation
yes / no
as the walls act as obstacle
high stiffness brings higher track
decay rate giving reduced rail radiadynamic stiffness
tion of noise but potentially more
ground vibration

Railway embankment means that the railway is built on a bank and i.e. higher than the surroundings

Railway cutting describes the case where the railway is built below surrounding surface but without a tunnel
2
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rail roughness

roughness level

rail profile

shape/ stiffness

rough rails lead to high excitation of
the wheels and rails and thus to
more vibration and noise
effects track decay rate

ground properties

dynamic stiffness

effect ground vibration

The parameters in Table 1 above are provided as a general background information only giving
a first overview of most important infrastructure related parameters that are influencing noise. In
S2R TDs, primarily in IP3, some of them are considered but not all. The N&V scenarios that are
relevant to include in this project are the ones included in any of the infrastructure TDs.
In addition, however, some basic parameters as rail roughness, track decay rates (TDR), track
bed etc needs to be defined to be able to do calculations. These parameters are defined under
the section “normal operation track (NOT)” as described in section 5 of this document.
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2.2 RUNNING CONDITION
Table 2 describes the different running conditions as found in the TSI-NOI [3] and adds the parking case, as experience has shown that under certain circumstances the noise from starting auxiliary units can lead to complaints even without running engines. Although the TSI focus is on
exterior noise, the running conditions listed here are not restricted to exterior noise as they influence interior noise as well.
Table 2: Running conditions for the vehicles
running condition
constant speed

stationary

braking

starting

parking
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description
the pass-by noise is dominated by rolling
noise and mechanical drive. At higher
speeds, the aerodynamic noise can substantially contribute
stationary noise is dominated by the noise
of the auxiliary units e.g. HVAC
braking creates additional noise due to
friction between either the running gear
and the track or the disk and the brake
pad. Electrical braking can also affect
noise created by the traction system due
to changed load.
starting noise is mainly influenced by the
gearbox and traction motors
parking noise is usually dominated by the
noise of auxiliary units as well as noise
created by blow off valves. Additionally,
switching auxiliaries from idle to running
e.g. at night can increase annoyance.
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2.3 ROLLING STOCK
The considered aggregate of the SPDs as defined in IMPACT-1 deliverable D4.1 [1] (high speed,
regional, urban and freight, see Figure 1) and the SPDs in the task definition of 5.2 (high speed,
long distance passenger train, regional and freight) can be seen in Table 3. For illustration purposes the different rolling stock is also displayed in Figure 2 to Figure 6.

Figure 1: SPDs from IMPACT-1 [1]

Figure 2: Example for high speed train3

3

Copyright: Deutsche Bahn AG / Frank Barteld
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Figure 3: Example for intercity4

Figure 4: Example for regional train5

4
5

Copyright: Deutsche Bahn AG / Georg Wagner
Copyright: Alstom / B. Rosenthal
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Figure 5: Example for urban train6

Figure 6: Example for freight train7

6
7

Copyright: CAF S.A.
Copyright: Deutsche Bahn AG / Wolfgang Klee
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Table 3 displays the mentioned categories of rolling stock considering typical max speed and
length. Especially for noise there are other parameters of higher importance and in practice it can
be somewhat difficult to draw an exact line based on the different speeds or lengths but serving
as guideline to categorize rolling stock they are commonly accepted. Other parameters are very
train specific and can include: number of driven bogies, type of motors, diameter of the wheels
and type of brakes. These parameters should be considered separately in the specific cases.
Table 3: Considered rolling stock for the vehicle scenarios8
typical max
category

speed (km/h)

example train
length (m)

high speed

300

200

intercity

200

200

regional

160

80

urban

80

80

freight

120

740

3. USE CASES
Although there exist lots of possible combinations, as seen above, it should be mentioned, that in
practice only a few cases are of highest interest. These are also the main problems with noise
that should be solved within the Shift2rail program:
1. Exterior noise during pass-by of railways for different pass-by speeds and track conditions:
This is the standard case when it comes to railway noise and consists of the overall noise
caused by different trains at different speeds on different tracks. These pass-bys add up to
what is commonly experienced as railway noise, which is often primarily rolling noise.
2. Exterior noise during parking and stand still of trains in stations and storage sides:
As written above in Table 2 the noise created by auxiliary units dominates for parking vehicles
and especially at night citizens living close by are annoyed as the noise level varies e.g. once
the trains start to preheat for later operation.

The values given here can not be generalized due to the high variety of existing rolling stock. However they
should serve as rule of thumb, when planning simulations or tests.
8
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3. Ground vibrations caused by pass-by of railways in different track sections
This use case becomes more and more important especially with the growth of cities and their
public transportation infrastructure. E.g. many trains operate underground within the metropolitan area and cause vibrations in nearby buildings. But not only for underground traffic,
also for standard over ground lines considering of ground vibrations becomes more and more
an important point e.g. while during environmental impact studies also ground vibration must
be considered and predicted.

4. Interior noise for passenger comfort (external as well as internal sources):
Passenger comfort becomes more and more important with higher standards in other modes
of transportation. People work, have phone calls or sleep, so that rattling or rumbling noises
should be avoided due to their potentially high annoyance. Also entering or leaving tunnels
which usually happens in an aperiodic manner can create annoyance due to shock waves at
very high speeds. Also driving in a tunnel can increase the noise in the train due to reflections
on the tunnel walls.

4. NOISE TYPES
As can be observed from the use cases above, there can be further distinguished between different noise types. This could be done either by their character, which is independent of the sound
power level and called annoyance, or according to the location of their appearance:




Internal noise (inside the train)
External noise (close to a track)
Ground vibration (mostly inside of buildings close to a track)

As described above, some noise types are more annoying than others and listed here for the
sake of completeness, although they are difficult to account for in the scenarios. Annoying in this
sense means, that they are perceived as more unpleasant than others which technically have the
same sound power level. These types of noise are e.g.:





Rattling
Tonal
Pressure waves
Rumbling
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5. TRACK AND WHEEL PARAMETERS
In order to calculate the impact of track characteristics on the noise generation, two main parameters are needed: the rail roughness level and the track decay rate (TDR).
Wheel/rail noise or rolling noise results from the vibration–excitation of the wheels and track as
the wheel rolls on the rail. The excitation is provided by the combined surface roughness at the
interface of the wheel and the rail.
The "acoustic" roughness is defined as the height of the rolling surface of the wheel (circumferential profile) or of the rail (longitudinal profile), origin of the vibration excitation at the wheel/rail
contact when a vehicle moves on the rail and expressed as a function of the distance along the
wheel circumference or the rail length. The roughness spectrum is the roughness amplitude expressed as a function of the wavelength. It can be determined through the spectrum analysis of
the roughness measure according to DIN CEN/TR 16891 [4].
Because the entire wheel and track system is excited by the combined roughness at the interface,
it is this combined value that determines the level of rolling noise rather than the individual rail
and wheel roughness components.
The track decay rate (TDR) is also a key factor determining the rolling noise contribution from
the rail. TDR can be measured using vehicles pass-by and recording time signal of vibrations in
vertical and lateral direction. The decay of vibration along the track, or track decay rate (TDR),
can be expressed in dB/m and quantified, as defined in standard DIN EN 15461 [5] and can be
separately measured in vertical and lateral directions. It should be also noted that TDR under
running trains is depending on the rolling stock category.
The decay rate is the most important descriptor of track dynamics with respect to rolling noise.
Low decay rates lead to a greater length of radiating rail per wheel-rail contact and thus to high
rolling noise emission from the track. High decay rates result in lower noise and can be obtained
for example by the use of stiff pads between rail and sleepers. However, soft pads are often used
for non-acoustic reasons, e.g. to minimize sleeper damage or ground borne vibrations.
In order to unify the calculations, the term Normal Operational Track (NOT) was defined. The
NOT means a track, which characteristics correspond to the normal working conditions of European rolling stock in terms of TDR and roughness and doesn`t necessarily fulfil the current
TSI NOI (Technical Specification for Interoperability for Noise) [6] and in the related guide [7]
requirements for track characteristics . His rail roughness level corresponds to the value investigated in deliverable D7.3 of the Roll2Rail project [8]. The wheel roughness of NOT corresponds
to the field measurement results on vehicles with disc-braked wheels. Both values compared to
TSI level for wheel/rail roughness level can be seen in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Combined wheel and rail roughness levels
The TDR could be reliably determined based on internal measurement results. Since only one
direction of TDR can be used in calculations, the vertical TDR was chosen by experience. The
TDR values for every SPD compared to TSI value for the vertical TDR can be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Vertical track decay rate values
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6. RESULTS
As described in FINE1 deliverable D5.1, some TDs affect the noise performance of the trains.
The following section gives the affected TDs and the respective SPDs with some additional specific parameters that should be used. Table 4 on the next page shows the affected TDs in the left
column with their scenarios including the added parameters in the second column. Additionally,
the left last two columns include the TD and project name if available and the FINE1 contact
responsible for that specific topic. Some TDs have the remark “treated separately” instead of a
scenario. These cases either cover infrastructure topics, where the noise relevant change is very
specific, or for other reasons not possible to cover with a scenario.
Further, if not stated otherwise in the SPDs, the roughness and track decay rate from the previous work
in Roll2Rail deliverable 7.3 [9] is used. To describe standard track characteristics the term NOT (Normal
operated track) was introduced. This allows easier transfer of the results to the field, as the values suggested there are more realistic than TSI-NOI [3] conditions.
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Table 4: Resulting scenarios

TD

Main N&V scenario

TD / project and
partner in S2R IPs

Partner in FINE 1 to
keep contact to TD
in IPs



1

TD1.1 Traction Systems

2

TD1.2 Car body
Shell

3

TD1.4 Running
Gear

4
5

TD1.5 Brake Systems
TD1.6 Doors and
Access Systems

SPD 3 Urban - starting,
Compartment (EM)
 SPD 3 Urban - starting,
Exterior (cool)
 SPD 3 Urban - 80km/h,
Exterior (self-ventilated
motors)
SPD 1 High Speed - 300
km/h, Compartment
 SPD2 Regional - 160
km/h, Compartment
 SPD 1 High Speed - 300
km/h, Exterior
SPD2 Regional - braking,
Exterior
SPD2 Regional - 160 km/h,
Entrance Area

6

TD1.7 Train modularity in use

Treated separately

7

TD3.1 Enhanced
Switch and Cross

Treated separately

8

TD3.2 Next Generation Switch

Treated separately

9

TD3.3 Optimized
track system

SPD2 Regional - 160 km/h,
Exterior

10

TD3.4 Next generation track system

SPD2 Regional - 160 km/h,
Exterior

11
12
13

TD3.5 Proactive
Bridge and Tunnel
TD5.1 Freight electrification
TD5.3 Wagon design
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Treated separately
Treated separately
SPD 4 Freight - 120 km/h,
Exterior

IP 1-PINTA
Alstom

Alstom

IP1-PIVOT
Talgo

CAF

IP1-PIVOT
BTG

BTG

IP1-PIVOT
Knorr
IP1-PIVOT
Faiveley
TD 1.7
IP 1 – PIVOT
SNCF-M
IP 3 – IN2TRACK2
VVAC
TD 3.1
IP 3 – IN2TRACK2
Network Rail
TD 3.2
IP 3 – IN2TRACK2
Travikverket
TD 3.3
IP 3 – IN2TRACK2
Network Rail
TD 3.4
IP 3 – IN2TRACK2
Travikverket
TD 3.5
IP5-FR8RAIL
TD 5.1
IP5-FR8RAIL
TD 5.3
CAF

Siemens
Talgo
BTG

DB

DB

DB

DB

DB
BTG
BTG
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14

TD5.4 Novel Terminal, Hubs

Treated separately

15

TD5.5 New Freight
Propulsion

Locomotives as specified in
TSI NOI, exterior

IP5-FR8RAIL
TD 5.4
IP5-FR8RAIL
TD 5.5
BTG

BTG
BTG

For all calculation or determination of pass-by noise it is assumed to choose the track-parameters as defined in section 5 for the normal operating track conditions (NOT).

7. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION
Priorities had to be set, given the large number of parameters included in total for railway noise
as indicated in section 2 and 3. Several high priority N&V scenarios has been defined in Table 4
to highlight the sources and sub-assemblies which are included in the research in the technical
demonstrators of S2R. These N&V scenarios will be the ones primarily used to evaluate the noise
and vibration effects on system level for Shift2rail.They may however have to be adjusted along
the road, in case of new findings in the research work, both in CCA and in the IPs.
The difficulty in monitoring and evaluating completely different projects on a system level is reflected in the high number of TDs that are “treated separately”, as generalized scenarios were not
applicable to them. This however displays even more the need to cooperate and interact with the
different TDs on a detailed level, so that the overall S2R noise targets are met.
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